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Warning :

Installation :

This product must be installed on good quality doors, in perfect working order, ideally with a thickness of 40mm. For thicker doors, the square and the
screws will have to be adapted accordingly. These doors must be equipped
with lock case and trim in good condition of
operation. To operate perfectly, the rotation of the handle to retract the latch
½ turn must not exceed 30°. paper template
downloadable on Kadoor.fr

1 Check the condition of the lock and the correct operation of the door.
2 Drill a hole in the bottom of the door using the template provided to point
the pins
or the optional protective
x 2plate (1).
x 4 vis sécables
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3 Remove the existing gasket
on the inside (2).
4 Fit the high cable clamp axle using the supplied clamping tool without
protruding the cable (3) over the high connecting rod (4) and tighten it firmly
x2 x1
x1
x1
x1
x1
without excess.
5 Replace the seal on the inner side by inserting part (5).
6 Insert the cable guide (6) on the cable (3) Do not glue it
7 Mount the cable clamp shaft at the bottom, leaving the cable (3) protruding on the lower tie rod (7) tighten gently to hold the assembly together.
8 Fit the Handle/Pedal insert on the inside by inserting the part (8).
9 Adjust the cable length to ensure proper operation of the system.
(the cable must not be stretched with the pedal in the stop position and the
upper handle in the max. low position) then tighten firmly without excess.
10 Cut off the excess cable and glue the cable guide (6) to the door in the
middle of the cable, leaving some slack for operation on the lock side.

The pedal handle must be used in the same way as the standard handle, never
mount on it as this may damage the system.
Do not allow children to play with this product. The assembly must be done
according to the instructions opposite, in case of doubt call a professional.
Kadoor cannot be held responsible for any non-conforming use of its products.

cleaning :
Regular cleaning with hoover and non-aggressive detergent.

Spare parts
and compatible accessories see site Kadoor.fr
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Assembly tutorial
available on Kadoor.fr
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splitsécables
screw
xx42 vis

cable ties
serre-câbles

x1

x1

x1

x1

x1

Spring-loaded handle/pedal and plate
protection 1 not provided

Add a self-drilling screw
on the protection plate
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(see Kadoor compatible accessories)

Add the supplied frame option 10 10
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